DRESS:

Uniform type shirts and pants are required for all classroom and practical activities. Only approved outer wear will be allowed during classroom and practical setting. You will be provided with two (2) sets of uniform shirts and pants, one (1) fleece jacket approved to wear over uniform shirt, two (2) sets of shorts and t-shirts (worn for physical training), one (1) pair of black duty boots, and one (1) safety vest. Additional clothing can also be purchased. The requirement is that trainees present themselves with a neat, clean appearance. Trainees who attend any activity relative to the fire academy without the appropriate attire could be dismissed from training. The trainee will also need to have either running or cross training style sneakers (provided by the candidate) for physical training. All uniforms and physical fitness attire will be ordered prior to the first day of the academy, and will be paid for in advance with cash, credit card, check or a billing letter from an agency.